Installation Instructions

CRAFT M/L
Suspended Direct Fixture Individual
Mounting Options: Cord, Chain, TECTON, Bracket

DO NOT REMOVE THE LED ASSEMBLY. THIS WILL VOID THE WARRANTY. Call Zumtobel at 1-800-448-4131 for questions

RISK OF FIRE AND ELECTRICAL SHOCK
Contact, improper installation, or improper servicing MAY RESULT IN DEATH OR SERIOUS INJURY! Fixture must be installed by a qualified electrician only. Fixture is intended for installation in accordance with the National Electrical Code, local and federal code specifications. Disconnect power at electrical panel before servicing. Retain these instructions for maintenance reference.

ADVERTENCIA: RIESGO DE INCENDIO O IMPACTO ELÉCTRICO
Conexión, instalación inapropiada o servicio incorrecto PUEDE CAUSAR MUERTE O HERIDAS GRAVES. La luminaria debe ser instalada únicamente por un eléctrico calificado. La luminaria debe instalarse de acuerdo al Norma eléctrica nacional, al igual que especificaciones locales y normas federales. Se debe desconectar la corriente eléctrica antes de realizar la mantención. Conservar estas instrucciones como referencia para futuras mantenciones.

ATTENTION : RISQUE D’INCENDIE ET D’ELECTROCUTION
Une installation, un entretien ou un contact physique non conforme pourraient mener à un DANGER DE MORT OU DE BLESSURE GRAVE! L’appareil doit être installé uniquement par un électricien professionnel qualifié. L’installation doit respecter le code électrique national de même que les lois locales et fédérales en vigueur. Veuillez fermer l’alimentation électrique au panneau principal avant tout entretien. Conserver ces instructions pour référence et tout entretien futur.

Important Preinstallation Note: Suspended from ceiling by means of aircraft cable. Includes cord suspension and prefit 59-1/16" long cable. Alternate mounting methods include mounting on the TECTON trunking system, chain mount and a ceiling/wall bracket with angle adjustment.

The following installation instructions relate to the options below

1) Cord Suspension Mounting (p2)
Mounting kit includes: Suspension cables, couplers, y-connectors
Not included: Screws, screw anchors, junction box, whip flex

2) Chain Suspension Mounting (p4)
Mounting kit includes: Mounting chains, snap hooks
Not included: Screws, screw anchors, junction box, whip flex

3) TECTON Mounting (p5)
Mounting kit includes: Security chain
Not included: Trunking system

4) Ceiling/Wall Mounting (p6)
Mounting kit includes: Mounting brackets, 4 TX20 screws, 2 TX25 screws
Not included: Junction box, whip flex, additional screws, screw anchors

In a continuing effort to offer the best product possible, we reserve the right to change, without notice, specifications or materials. Technical specification sheets that appear on www.zumtobel.us are the most recent version and supersedes all other versions that exist in any other printed or electronic form.
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**Cord Suspension Mounting**

1. **Unpack fixture** Package contains the following parts: Single unit fixture, Installation and mounting material for suspension; Includes 157” cord (5-pol) pre-installed. Unit is suitable for mounting either at J-box or T-bar. All electrical circuitry is done prior to shipping. Suspension cables are ordered and packaged separately.

2. **Note the mounting positions** of the suspension cables on the ceiling. The distance between the two points is shown above. Note: The luminaire should be positioned so that prolonged staring into the luminaire at a distance closer than 9-3/4” is not expected.

3. **Mount** one end of coupler to ceiling using screw and screw anchor. Note: Screw anchor must be able to hold a minimum of 56 lbs. Thread suspension cable through other end of coupler then attach to ceiling end.

4. **Thread** y-connector cable through one end of coupler. Thread suspension cable through this and other end of coupler, then attach two ends. Note: cord must have sufficient carrying capacity for the unit.

5. **Slide** the ends of the two y-connectors into the guiding slots of the two brackets.

---
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Cord Suspension Mounting (continued)

6 Press top release of cord adapter for vertical adjustment to the desired length. Cut cord at the end not less than 3/4" as shown.

7 Make all electrical connections. Connect power cord inside the junction box as appropriate.

\[
\text{CORD} \\
\text{BLACK 1 = LINE} \\
\text{BLACK 2 = NEUTRAL} \\
\text{YELLOW/GREEN = GROUND} \\
\text{BLACK 3 = DA+} \\
\text{BLACK 4 = DA-}
\]
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### Chain Suspension Mounting

---

1 **Unpack fixture** Package contains the following parts: Single unit fixture, Installation and mounting material for suspension; Includes 157” cord (5-pol) pre-installed. Unit is suitable for mounting either at J-box or T-bar. All electrical circuitry is done prior to shipping. Mounting chains and hooks are ordered and packaged separately.

2 **Mount snap-hooks** onto brackets on either side of fixture. Link one chain to each snap hook. Links may be removed from chains until desired length is reached.

3 **Mount chains** to ceiling. Mounting hooks are not included. Note:
   - Mounting hooks must have sufficient carrying capacity for the unit.

4 **Make all electrical connections** Connect power cord inside the junction box as appropriate.

---
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### TECTON Mounting

**Important installation notice** Mounting allowed only on suspend-ed TECTON continuous-row lighting system. Suspension must be at least 9-3/4" from top to of unit to ceiling structure.

1. **Unpack fixture** Package contains the following parts: Single unit fixture, Installation and mounting material for suspension. All electrical circuitry is done prior to shipping.
2. **Remove** all covers from electrical adapters of trunking connector.
3. **Move** the phase choice to the desired position.

4. **Link** adapter to continuous-row rail. Adapter will not link securely if placed in an incorrect orientation (see above)

    - Note: Ensure that adapter locks are secured in place (see below)

5. **Mount security chain** supplied with CRAFT for TECTON to rail as shown to secure and prevent fitting from falling off of the trunking.

---
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1 Unpack fixture Package contains the following parts: Single unit fixture, installation and mounting material for suspension; includes 157” cord (5-pol) pre-installed. Unit is suitable for mounting either at J-box or T-bar. All electrical circuitry is done prior to shipping. Mounting brackets are ordered and packaged separately.

2 Mount brackets Mount two ceiling/wall mounting brackets to the housing. Use four TX20 screws to link the two mounting angles to the housing. Use two TX25 screws to link the two mounting brackets to the two mounting angles. (TX20 and TX25 screws are supplied)

3 Note mounting position on ceiling/wall. See figure in left panel for dimensions.

4 Mount fitting Mount the housing to the ceiling or wall. Use four screws and screw anchors to link the two mounting brackets to the ceiling or wall. Note: Screw anchor must be able to hold a minimum of 29 lbs. Use two TX25 screws already installed to adjust the fitting to the desired angle as shown. See following pages for allowable angles.

5 Make all electrical connections Connect power cord inside the junction box as appropriate.
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Allowable Wall and Ceiling Mounting Angles

1) The fixture may be mounted to the wall at an angle between 90°-45° (light projected downwards), provided that no part of the fixture is less than 9-13/16" away from the ceiling. The maximum ambient temperature for this position is 122°F.

2) The fixture may be mounted to the wall at an angle within 45° in either direction, provided that no part of the fixture is less than 9-13/16" away from the ceiling. The maximum ambient temperature for this position is 104°F.

3) The fixture may be mounted to the wall at an angle between 45°-90° (light projected upwards) provided that no part of the fixture is less than 9-13/16" away from the ceiling. The maximum ambient temperature for this position is 122°F.

4) The fixture may be mounted on the ceiling at an angle within 45° in either direction, provided that no part of the fixture is less than 9-13/16" away from the ceiling. The maximum ambient temperature for this position is 122°F.
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Allowable Wall and Ceiling Mounting Angles

5) The fixture may not be mounted on the ceiling at an angle greater than 45° in either direction.

6) Mounting angle of fixture will be indicated on gauge as shown above.